PDE SCA HDD Tray Designed To Fit:
HP LH-3/4 Systems

Removable drive tray for the HP LH3/4 Netserver. Accommodates Ultra 2 hard drives. The tray comes in 1” low profile and 1.6” half height versions. The Netserver has a 6 drive hot swap storage cage allowing drives of different heights to be mixed and matched within the storage cage. A disk spacer, a filler panel between one drive and an adjacent drive, comes with each drive kit. Disk spacers, may be needed when mixing low profile and standard half height drives in the storage cage.

PDE Part Numbers:
• 14-1148 for 1” drives
• 14-1150 for 1.6” drives

Also Fits:
• LC2000  • LH3000
• LH6000  • LT 6000r
• LPr    • LH3r   • LH4r